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STATEMENT OF THE ILWU LOCAL 142 ON H.B. 891
RELATING TO WORKERS' COMPENSATION DRUGS
The ILWU Local 142 supports H.B. 891, which establishes price caps for the Hawaii workers'
compensation insurance system for drugs and authorizes reimbursement of a dispensing fee to
physicians who dispense prescription medications directly to patients.
Recently, disputes have arisen over pricing between insurers/employers and some physicians who
dispense prescription drugs from their offices. Arguments have been offered from insurers/employers
that prices are exorbitant and must be curbed, while physicians in the practice of dispensing
medications posit that the pricing is in line with the services provided and help to offset the low
reimbursements for medical care under workers' compensation.
The goal of workers' compensation is to return the injured worker to gainful employment, either to the
job where he was injured or to a comparable new job. The injured worker wants to get medical
treatment, including medication, that will help him achieve that goal but does not want to be caught in
the middle of the wrangling between insurer/employer and some physicians.
We fully understand the debate but also believe that pricing should be fair. What is being proposed by
H.B. 891 seems fair as it sets caps on pricing at the Average Wholesale Price plus 40%. No one should
make an unfair profit on workers' compensation.
However, the shortage of physicians willing to treat injured workers is definitely alarming. Low
reimbursements and high paperwork requirements under workers' compensation have driven many
physicians to discontinue treating injured workers—or not consider treating them in the first place.
These issues must be addressed if the law is to responsibly attend to injured workers. H.B. 152
proposes to address medical fee schedules under workers' compensation by increasing them to 130%
of Medicare fees. The Department is also looking at adjusting fees for several provider categories
administratively.
The ILWU urges passage of H.B. 891. Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on this
measure.
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The Honorable Mark M. Nakashima, Chair
House Committee on Labor & Public Employment

TO:

The Honorable Della Au Belatti, Chair
House Committee on Health
FROM:

Matt Engels, Vice President, Network Solutions
CorVel Corporation

Re:

HB891 Relating to Workers Compensation Drugs
CorVel Corporation Position: SUPPORT

Date:

Wednesday, February 6, 2013: 8:45AM
Conference Room 329

Dear Honorable Chairs Nakashima and Au Belatti and members of the House Committees on
Labor & Public Employment and Health. CorVel Corporation is a national provider of industryleading solutions for employers, third party administrators, insurance companies, and
government agencies seeking to control medical costs and promote positive outcomes.
CorVel Corporation is in SUPPORT of the intent of HB891 with the following changes:
> Since all the drugs dispensed by physicians are "repackaged" or "relabeled" there is no
need to differentiate their reimbursement by population as the pricing for "repackaged" or
"relabeled" drugs has been defined in section (e). — (g).
> If the prescription drug dispensed outside of a retail, mail order, or institutional pharmacy
is for a repackaged drug, the maximum reimbursement amount shall be calculated
utilizing the average wholesale price set by the original manufacturer of the underlying
drug. If the National Drug Code (NDC) of the underlying drug cannot be determined
from the billing, the maximum reimbursement amount shall be calculated utilizing the
lowest cost therapeutically equivalent or (LTE) drug.
> Medications dispensed outside of a licensed pharmacy to an injured worker are limited to
a 7 day supply measured from the date of injury. Those medications exceeding the day
supply limit will not be reimbursed.

CorVel Corporation

Www.corvel.com

Davies Pacific Center
841 Bishop Street, Suite 1080
Honolulu, HI 96813

808.536.2080 phone
866.910.4924 fax
888.383.3803

CO R V E L

Pharmacy costs continue to drive a larger percentage of workers compensation costs.
Pharmaceutical price increases, increase in narcotics, prescribing patterns, and an increase in
physician dispensing are all contributors. A recent NCCI study reported 19% of total workers'
compensation claims costs are for pharmacy claims. CorVel conducted a survey and found that
over 40% of prescriptions were dispensed from doctors which has had a dramatic impact on
costs.
Cost Issue
1) California has applied the LIT approach since 2007.
2) 14 other states have adopted regulations, most recently IL and MI. Others are
considering this.
3) Concentra, the nation's largest occupational medicine provider, endorses regulating the
premiums from repackaged meds dispensed in office by physicians.
4) The practice while common in work comp and some auto states, is almost non-existent in
group health and Medicare.
5) NCCI and WCRI have documented the price premiums.
Safety Issue
1) Physicians dispensing without insight into objective Rx history is a dangerous practice.
2) Patients will commonly not share all the meds they are on, either because they simply do
not recall all of them, or they don't want to share them. The prescriber needs an
objective source.
3) The neighborhood retail pharmacy, where the patient likely fills all the other scripts, is
the most logical site from which to aggregate drug information.
4) The repacking industry proclaims quality and control, but they have only anecdotal data
to support their claims.
5) The practice contributes to the sick role. Injured workers are not sick, they are capable of
filling a prescription at a retail pharmacy. To suggest that they lack the functional ability
to do this is illogical, and to treat a potentially impressionable injured worker as needing
a special delivery system for medications creates dependence and thereby fosters the sick
role.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide written testimony.

CorVol Corporation

Www.corvel.com

Davies Pacific Center
841 Bishop Street, Suite 1080
Honolulu, HI 96813

808.536.2080 phone
866.910.4924 fax
888.383.3803
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COMMITTEE ON LABOR & PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT: Rep. Mark M. Nalcashima, Chair,
Rep. Mark J. Hashem, Vice Chair, Rep. Henry J.C. Aquino, Rep. Ryan I. Yamane, Rep.
Linda Ichiyama, Rep. Kyle T. Yamashita, Rep. Kaniela Ing, Rep. Aaron Ling Johanson
& Rep. Roy M. Takumi
COMMITTEE ON HEALTH: Rep. Della Au Belatti, Chair, Rep. Dee Morikawa, Vice
Chair, Rep. Rida T.R. Cabanilla, Rep. Bertrand Kobayashi, Rep. Mele Carroll, Rep.
Justin H. Woodson, Rep. Jo Jordan & Rep. Lauren Kealohilani Cheape
Re: Support for HB 891 - RELATING TO WORKERS' COMPENSATION DRUGS and
Support for HB 1240 - RELATING TO MEDICATIONS.

Chairmen / Chairwomen and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for this opportunity to testify in support of House Bills 891 and 1240.
We, RxDevelopment, fully support the utilization of In-Office Medication Dispensing
for patients being treated for work related injuries as well as personal injury.
Point of Care dispensing of repackaged medications allow for physicians to safely
and accurately dispense medications on a national basis and meet all state
requirements for safety and reporting of the medications being utilized. In-Office
Dispensing provides an extremely valuable service for the patients and helps to
drive improved patient compliance and thus improved care. These two aspects help
the patients return to work sooner to make a healthy living and save the overall
aggregated healthcare costs.
House bills 891 and 1240 are bills that we will support as it continues to allow
patients to receive their needed medications by the physician they trust in
accordance with their treatment plan.

Daniel Zukowslci
President
Rx Development
Drs Medical

800 Executive Drive
Oviedo, Florida 32765

Toll Free: 866.3519111 (7455)
Fax: 888366.7112

Development.com
Int
www.Rx0rvelopment.com
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February 6, 2013

To:

The Honorable Mark M. Nakashima, Chair

841 Eli Top Street Suite 2250
ITonelutu Fll 96813
Tel: (808) 531-2273
wvvw.audatex.com
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And Members of the House Committee on Labor and Employment
The Honorable Della Au Belatti, Chair
And Members of the House Committee on Health
Date: February 6, 2013
Time: 8:45 AM
Place: Conference Room 329
HB 891 Relating to Workers' Compensation drugs

Re:

Chair Nakashima, Chair [Want Vice-Chairs and Members of the Committee:
My name is Kris Kadzielawa and I am the Director of Operations for Solera Integrated Medical Solutions,
Hawaii's largest provider of payment integrity services to workers' compensation and automobile insurance
programs.
We support this measure.
Physician dispensing has been legal in workers' compensation and automobile injury claims for many years.
However, not until the past 2-3 years has physician dispensing risen from an obscure practice to top cost driver
and pain point for employers and insurers. The physician dispensing Industry has apparently found a niche in
the workers' compensation and automobile injury to exploit by dispensing and selling drugs at multiples of the
cost obtainable through regular retail pharmacies. The workers' compensation and automobile injury physician
dispensing providers and dispensing physicians have developed pricing tactics not consistent with delivery of
quality, safe, and cost-effective care. Here are the key findings and pain points. The attached Appendix
contains examples supporting each point:
1

Hawaii uses Redbook AWP (average wholesale price) to establish reimbursement rates for drugs.
Unfortunately, this Redbook standard does not provide the expected benchmark for market prices
for drugs. Furthermore, Hawaii WC and Auto have the highest drug reimbursement rate in the
country as a percentage of Redbook AWP (average wholesale price) plus 40%. The term "average
wholesale price" sounds like it is a calculated average of wholesale prices when in fad it is not
Redbook AWP is a number SELF-REPORTED by drug manufacturers and repackagers. Many drugs
are sold by manufacturers at 2-5% of AWP to pharmacies and repackagers. In light of the actual
wholesale prices for prescription drugs, you may want to consider limiting the markup to an amount
less than 40% over AWL).

www,solerainc.com

fi
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2

Drug repackagers appear to be competing to provide the highest end-cost drug option and
dispensing physicians choose to dispense these highest-cost options. Repackagers register their
repackaged drugs with Redbook naming their AWP. Then, repackagers appear to compete for
physician business by having the highest AWPs for their drugs because they ultimately yield the
largest markups for everyone in the physician dispensing chain.
Creation of tweaked compound medications essentially yielding the effect of dispensing diluted BenGay or the like. Physicians prescribe and dispense compound medications (creams and salves) with
formulas tweaked to differ from any other similar formula thus giving them an exclusive drug to
prescribe at an exclusive price. These compounds are not FDA approved and many deaths and
infections have been linked to compounding pharmacies.

4

The physician dispensing market is moving from repackaging to custom drug manufacturing sources
in order to procure drugs for which high underlying AWPs can be reported to Redbook. This allows
physician dispensers to circumvent drug repackaging controls already passed in many states. This
measure does not address this new but rapidly growing problem.

5

There Is evidence of physician dispensing with an apparent "for profit" motive. DOI decision
attached.

6

Physician dispensed vs. pharmacy dispensed pricing differential is causing a dramatic increase in bill
disputes between providers of service and payors. In Florida, the total number of bill disputes
increased fourfold, while practitioner bill disputes increased tenfold from 2010/2011 to 2011/2012.
In Hawaii, the Department of Labor indicated a current backlog of over 2,000 disputes. Perhaps the
Director can provide additional information on these disputes; however, we would estimate that
well over 80% are related to physician dispensed drugs.

In summary, this measure addresses some of the problems with drug costs related to physician dispensing and
we support it. If requested, we would be happy to provide additional information on this important issue.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this measure.

Director of Operations
• Solera Integrated Medical Solutions
841 Bishop Street, Suite 2250
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
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APPENDIX I

Hawaii uses Redbook AWP (average wholesale price) to establish reimbursement rates for drugs.
Unfortunately, this Pee/book standard does not provide the expected benchmark for market prices for
drugs, Furthermore, Hawaii WC and Auto have the highest drug reimbursement rote in the country as a
percentage of Redbook AWP (average wholesale price) plus 40%. The term 'average wholesale price"
sounds like it/s a calculated average of wholesale prices when in fact it is not. Pee/book AWP is a number
SELF-REPORTED by drug manufacturers and repackagers. Many drugs are sold by manufacturers at 25% of AWP to pharmacies and repackagers.
Here are examples of how much the dispensing physician pays for the drugs vs. how much is billed for
the drugs to workers compensation vs. how much this drug is available for at retail pharmacies in
Hawaii.
Medication Dispensed

Carisoprodol 350ing #30
Diclofenac Sodium 100mg #30
Naproxen 500mg #60
Omeprazole 20mg #60

Amount
Billed by
Physician
$277.47
$200.74
$188.16
$367.11

Physician Paid

Billed as % of
Cost

$4.80
$12.82
$4.40
$11.42

5,781%
1,566%
4,276%
3,215%

Local
Pharmacy
Price
$17.79
$50.90
$60.09
$130.54

Please see the attached Redbook AWP Policy and our email exchange with Redbook whereby they
confirm that if we filled out the attached drug registration form, we could name an AWP price of
$1,000,000.00 per pill for our repackaged "drug" and that the AWP is just a self reported number from
the repackager/manufacturer.
If you would like to register a repackaged drug with Redbook, you can. Just fill out the attached form
and name your own AWP (Average Wholesale Price).

THOMSON REUTERS

Revised February 17, 2004

AWP POLICY
The Average Wholesale Price (AWP) as published by Thomson Reuters is in most cases the
manufacturer& suggested AVVP and does not necessarily reflect the actual AWP charged by a
wholesaler. Thomson Reuters bases the AWP data it publishes on the following:
• AWaiareportediarthernanufacta or
• AWP is calculated based on a markup specified by the manufacturer. This markup is typically
based on the Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) or Direct Price (DIRP), as provided by the
manufacturer, but may be based on other pricing data provided by the manufacturer.
When the manufacturer does not provide an AVVP or markup formula from which AVVP can be
calculated, the AVVP will be calculated by applying a standard 20% markup over the manufacturer
supplied VVAC. If a WAC is not provided, the standard markup will be applied to the DIRP.
Please note that Thomson Reuters does not perform any independent analysis to determine or
calculate the actual AWP paid by providers a to wholesalers. Thomson Reuters also does not
independently investigate the actual VVAC paid by wholesalers to manufacturers or DIRP paid by
providers to manufacturers. Thomson Reuters relies on the manufacturers to report the values for
these categories as described above.
Thomson Reuters provides a list of the manufacturers that do not provide the AWP or a markup
formula. The list of these manufacturers and products is available at
http://clinical.thomsonhealthcare.com/productsfredbooldawp/
Additionally, an ASCII text file with this same information is available to download. For more
information on this file and instructions on downloading, please contact Thomson Reuters Technical
Support at http://clinicatthornsonheaithcare.com/suonort/reauest/
Please refer to this AWP Policy as you review the pricing information contained in the Thomson
Reuters products.
The term "manufacturer Includes manufacturers, repackagers, and private labelers.
2 The term "ixovider" includes retailers, hospitals, physicians, and others buying either front the wholesaler or directly from
the manufacturer for distribution to a patient.
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From: Knj tffiS,15120101WLICORI
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 4:02 AM
To: Valladares, Marla [Audatex - Americas]
Sphject: RE: RedBook questions regarding AWP

."4

Lao)

Marla,
See answers below in RED
Kathy Voeck
Research AnalysVIndustry liaison
Red Book Administration
Healthcare & Science

6200 S. Syracuse Way, Suite 300
Greenwood Village, Co. 80111 ,
393-486-6465
F 303-486-9297
T 800-724-9937

katiptvoeck@thomsonreuters.com
indx Red Book datanthomsonieuters.conl

From: Valiaclares, Marta [Audatex - Amer
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 8:20 PM
To: Red Book Data Acquisitions
Cc: KadzIelawa, Kris [Audatex - Americas]
Subject: RedBook questions regarding AWP

[

arec@ai rex,

I

Hello, we have a subscription to RedBook and I have the following questions:
1)
2)

K the WAC the amount the repackager paid for the drug?WAC Is Wholsale Acquistion Cost, I have no knowledge
how each repackager aquIres their products.
if a drug is identified as "Repackager V", how do I find the Original Manufacturer and NKR (I notice this is
information you request on your Ream"( New Product Information Form)Thls is for RedEtook reference, we do
not publish this information.

4) What does "Average" in AWP mean, and who identifies it in the AWP, RedBook or the entity requesting the new
NDC?AWP. Average Wholesale Price

Thanking you in advance for your time and response,

Maria
BSA', CPC, CPC-1-1
Marla l'alkulares,
Direciat nJ rIleilleal ltanburmiment
MIS, is %Valera Company
841 Ifhlsop Si. (12250
Honolulu, III 96813
808.5.11.111.1.“1 21
1018.599.1114 Fax

RED BOOK' NEW PRODUC INFORMA ION
IMPORTANT: Please include a Package Insert (PI) and Product Label along with all New Products or NDC changes with this fo
Product Name
Manufacturer Name
Distributor Name
Original Manufacturer
Original Manufacturer NDC
CHECK THE PRODUCTTYPE

0 Trade 0 Branded/Generic 0 Generic 0 Repackaged D Surg . c Device 0Chemical tot Compounding

CHECK DEA CLASS

0 X

0 OTC Dc-11 Dc-11: 0 C-iV

C-v

Route of Administration

Dosage Form
Product Packaging (,..d.
Effective Date
Additional Description

08 Rafting

nzotion if ;VOA ci.7AN

ANDA#

NDA#

odo ilc ri e Ph i

CHECK IDENTIFIER
0 NDC 0 UPC 0 HR1

Unit Dose

Strength

AWP

Size

Direct

WAC

SRP

D YES 0 NO

DYES 0 NO

YES 0 NO

DYES 0 NO
Date

Shmittd by
Phone

E-mail

Fax

Click submit to send completed form to rndx.Red_Book_datahomsonreuters.com

If you have any questions, please call the RED BOOK support group at 4-1 SOO 724 9937
CM-TM 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM MST, F 8:00 AM-2:30 PM MST) or e-mail mdx.Red_Book_data@thomsonreuters.com .

I SUBMIT
1-10MSON REUTERS'

APPENDIX II

Drug repackagers appear to be competing to provide the hiahest end-cost drug option and dispensing
physicians choose to dispense these highest-cost options. Repackagers register their repackaged drugs
with Redbook naming their AWP. Then, repackagers appear to compete for physician business by having
the highest AWPs for their drugs because they ultimately yield the largest markups for everyone in the
physician dispensing chain.
Please see the attached marketing letter from a repackager to a dispensing physician touting the
repackager's higher AWP and higher spread between cost and AWP for higher dispensing profitability.

QUALITY 0-42E PRODUCTS, tie
7560 LEWIS AVENUE • TEMPERANCE, MI 48182
Phone 800-337-8603 • Fax 800-947-7921

Quality Care Products, LLC (QCP) is a Federally licensed Drug Re-packager having a
specific NDC number and a specific AWP for each of the drugs it offers for sale. QCP is
registered in the Redbook, Medispan, and First Data Bank.
Enclosed, please find a copy of our Confidential Pharmacy Price List which will enable
you to do a quick and private analysis regarding profitability on some of our meds by
simply comparing the difference between the cost and AWPof OCP vs the difference
between the cost and AWE of your current supplier.
Every day more and more Independent Pharmacies are realizing the benefits of using
QCP for some of their meds — especially major brand drugs.
There are some restrictions and a few minor inconveniences that are more than offset
by the significant increase in profit margins.
Also included in this packet is a QCP Update and all paperwork needed to get started
with QCP. "Nothing lasts forever", so don't let this opportunity pass you by give QCP a
try.
See contact information below for questions or concerns.

Mark Holmes
Quality Care Products, LLC
(800) 284-3130, Ext. 225 or (734) 847-3847, Ext. 225
markalakeeriemedicalcom

APPENDIX III

Creation of tweaked compound medications essentially yielding the effect of dispensing diluted Ben-Gay
or the like. Physicians prescribe and dispense compound medications (creams and salves) with formulas
tweaked to differ from any other similar formula thus giving them an exclusive drug to prescribe at an
exclusive price. These compounds are not FDA approved
Attached is an example of a bill for a compound cream (essentially diluted Ben Gay) for $495.60 per
tube. A single City and County of Honolulu claimant received over

Ammo of such diluted Ben Gay

over a 60-day period even though he said he didn't want it and was not using it.
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APPENDIX IV

Physician dispensing moving from repackaging to custom drug manufacturing sources in order to
procure drugs for which excessive underlying AWPs can be reported to Redbook as "Original
Manufacturer." This allows physician dispensers to circumvent drug repackaging controls already
passed in many states.
On the next two pages, please see two examples of acetaminophen (generic Tylenol) from two
manufacturers. One manufacturer lists their AWP at $ 0.014 per 325 mg pill for acetaminophen, while
the other (for physician dispensing) lists an AWP of $3.58 per 325 mg pill for acetaminophen. At AWFI +
40%, you would be paying over $751.80 fora bottle of 150 pills of Tylenol.

Page! of 1

RED BOOK Online@ Product Details
Product Information
Product Name:

ACETAMINOPHEN

Code:

NOG

Active Ingredient(s):

Sete tefe
. - SW

Identifier:

177140012-01

ADVANCE

Manufacturer/Distributor: PHARMACEUTICAL Unit Dose:
INC.
Single
TABLET
Form:
Source:
Strength:
Size:

100s ea

Route of Admin:

ORAL

Orange Book Code:

OTC

DEA Class:

Current Pricing Information:
f
Package Unit Ef ective
Date
AWP

Add'I
Description:

149 001490 0110111992

AVVP Unit Pricing History:
Effective
Unit
Change
Date
01101/1992 'L øa

Codes:

0.0

WAC
DIR
FUL
SRP
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RED BOOK Online® Product Details
Product Information
APHEN

Product Name:
Active ingredient(s):

Code:

NDC

Identifier:

764200372-15

MEDCHEM

Manufacturer/Distributor: MANUFACTURING Unit Dose:
TABLET

Form:

Single Source:

Strength:

ea
ORAL
150s

Size:
Route of Admin:
Orange Book Code:

OTC

DEA Class:

Current Pricing Information:

Package

Add,
Description:

Unit

Effective
Date

AWP

537.65 3.58433 03/26/2012

VVAC

435.50 2.90333 03/26/2012

DIR

483.86 3.22573 03/26/2012

AVVP Unit Pricing History:
%
Effective
Unit
Date
Change
03126/2012

441/433

JCodes:

0.0

FUL
SRP
Copyright © 1974-2012 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.

http://www.thomsonhc.combnieromedex2/librarian/ND Tievidencexpert/ND_PR/evidenc... 7/2612012

A P PEND IX V
There is evidence of physician dispensing with an apparent "for pm/it" motive. DOL decision on Aloha
Pain Clinic attached as evidence. This bill seeks to limit potential for drug dispensing with a for profit
motive by reducing financial incentives for physicians to prescribe and dispense unnecessary and/of
unwanted drugs. Please see attached Department of Labor decision.
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NTRODUCT1OM
• Pursuant to a Stipulated Compromise and Release Agreement/ Approval and
Order dated 12/13/2010, the parties agreed the claimant had Suffered Potacnal
injuries to the lumbosactral spine, loft hip, left thigh, loft leg, loft knee,
bit elbow, left forearm, left wrist, Wiest, and llth rib by accident arising
out og and in the course of employment with the above-named employer on
4/21/2009. said agreement provided benefit', pursuant to Chapter 186, Hawaii
RoViSed Statutes (BaS). SpecifiCally, said Order provided for such medical
care, services, and supplies as tho nature Of the injury may require;
temporary total disability benefits beginning (Waiting Period; 4/24/2009
through 4/26/2009) 4/27/2009 through g/2/2010, for 'a total of 01 0 ; 420 . 00 .
The parties further agreed the claimant suffered It permanent partial
dietthility of the whole person inclusive - of the nth rib, 24% permanent
Partial disability of the left lower extremity, Ut permanent partial
dinability of the left hand, 2* permanent partial disability of the left
upper extremity, and certain dinfigUrement. The average weekly wages of the'

claimant were •1,478.00.
A hearing presided Over by Hearings Officer Iciinoto IMO bold on

0/13/2012.
ZOOMS
Is the claimant entitled to further medical care for the injury of
4/21/2009?
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•
PAATXBS' POOTTX0SS
Who claimant contends that he went to Aloha Pain Clinio and paw Rudolph
14.13, for his left hip and lett leg pain. Claimant's last attending
physician wan Terry Smith, M.D., and claimant 001 11d not find another doctor '
to treat his work injury. On 2/16/2012, claimant was prescribed medications
including Ondansetron 4mg 030, Raid tidine 300Mg 4160, Ploctor Patch 1.3% S 3 0,
lAmitiza 24mOg #60,44010xicam 7,6mg 4166, Speed Gel Rx pain Relief Sol 3001,
•Zelpidem Tartrate Sung ltJO, liydrocodeme, and Hootaminollhon 10-320Mg DO'
Claimant told pr. Punna that he slid not want to take medicatibna, but he was
Prescribed all of those medications. Claimant tries to take as little .
Medications as possible for any of his conditions.
01 6/12/2012, claimant sent an email to Aloha Pain Clinic questioning
the necessity of all of the prescribed medications with the total cost
exceeding$5,000.00. Claimant Will be trying to return the medications since ,
he wilt not be taking the medications.
The employer contends that they have not denied further medical care
for claimant. Upon roceiving the medical bills from Aloha Pain Clinic,.
employer questioned the $6,201.24 in Proscription med$0ationS and wanted an
independent medical evaluation sinceit appeared claimant may have suffered a
new injury. By letter dated 3/30/2012, employer asked Aloha Pain Clinic to
provide claimant with a written prescription 'dace claimant was provided a
prescription card from Virot Script. Xn comparing the cost of the
medications from Aloha Pain Clinic, if claimant utilized the prescription
card from Viral: Script, the same medications would cost 044,00.
P1NDIMOB or VAOT
The History and Physical report dated 2/16/2012 from Aloha Pain Clinic
noted claimant's left bdP Pain became more significant lately. Claimant Wan
noted to be taking Mayan and gout medications and no Vain ModiCatiouSi TA
his eepoct dated a/26/2010, cameo Lansworthy, M.D., noted claimant's
medications Nate DioVitil and Miopurinal . Claimant's medications have been '
oonsiatentlY limited to only Diovan and Allopurinal, (luring these Periods.
H11; tttiktintAft-AgeditiabitaiXpreadziked7a:atLniaini*
OreASISOnatt#01
onfili,,,Taxog3/4114ny
, ,-4,411,Atedigationth --.11/410ha"

.ap440-40, aistermined'emPloyet'Shall''
earillbien—Mediga004101- Claimant. shalt
not be charged for those prescription medications.
Employer has not denied further medical Care, services, or supplies for
claimant's Work injury;
111XMOTPUNI or BM
Sections 306-21 and.306-26, HRS, provide that a liable employer shall
pay for Such medical care, services, and Supplies as the nature of the injury
may require.

Sal
Tr:tge 3
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
The Director finds, based on the Bindings of Bast and PrindiPlee of
Law, the claimant continues to be entitled to further Medical dare, but the
employer in not liable for the prescription medications dispensed by Aloha
Pain clinic on 2/15/2012. The Director erudite the PoSition of the claimant
and the employer.

ralCX01014 AND OSUMI
1.

Sections 306-21 and 3 86- 26, DRS, said employer shall
continue to pay for such mediae' carat &Avila" , and
supplies as the nature of the injury may require, excluding
the prescription medicatiOns diSpensed on 2/16/2012 by
Aloha Fain Clinic, Claimant shall ,not be charged for the
prescription medications.

BY ORDXR OF TUC DIRECTOR, ACOUST 0, 2012.

/WWI Thin decision May be appealed by filing a Written 11 tics of appeal with the
county representative within
Director of Labor and Xndustrial nelatienn or the Director
twenty days after A copy of this decision hag been sent.

ffi is the policy of the Department of "labor and IndeStriel R ations that no person obeli
on the basis of race, color, sex, marital states, religion, reed, ethnic origin,
national origin, age, disability, ancestry, afloat/court reef rd, sexual orientation, and
Rational Guard participation be Onbjeeted to discrimination, exeludelgefrommirticipation,
or denied tho benefite of the department's services, "wolframs, aotivaties t raw employment.
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APPENDIX VI
Physician dispensed vs. pharmacy dispensed pricing differential is causing a dramatic increase in bill
disputes between providers of service and payors. In Florida, the total number of bill disputes increased
fourfold, while practitioner bill disputes increased tenfold from 2010/2011 to 2011/2012.
In Hawaii, the Department of tabor indicated a current backlog of over 2,000 disputes. Perhaps the
Director can provide additional information on these disputes; however, we would estimate that well
over 80% are related to physician dispensed drugs.
Please see the attached article from Business Insurance.
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medications, according to the Florida
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Department of Financial Services Division of
Workers Compensation.

MINATE YOU

That finding was discussed this month in a
biennial report on the state of Florida's
workers comp system, issued by a threemember panel of the state workers comp
division. The FlOrida workers comp division
includes an Office of Medical Services that
What%

s?

resolves medical reimbursement disputes
between insurers and health practitioners.

http://www.businessinsurance1com/article/20130128/NEWS08/130129831?tags=1651304192
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The division's report shows that there were 15,000 medical reimbursement petitions
submitted by health care providers to the state workers comp division in fiscal 2011-12.
That's compared with 3,777 petitions filed in fiscal 2010-11.

In its report, the workers comp panel said Florida lawmakers could help reduce
reimbursement disputes by passing legislation to limit price differences between repackaged
drugs and non-repackaged prescriptions.
The panel also recommended increasing time limits for insurers to respond to medical
reimbursement dispute petitions, partly to allow time for insurers and health care providers to
negotiate reimbursement outside of the dispute resolution process.
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LATE TESTIMONY
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matthew Matsunaga [mmatsunaga@schlackito.com ]
Tuesday, February 05, 2013 6:48 PM
LABtestimony
Testimony in support of HB 891 and HB 1240 (with suggested amendments)

LATE TESTIMONY

DATE: Wednesday, February 06, 2013
TIME: 8:45 A.M.
PLACE: Conference Room 329
State Capitol
415 South Beretania Street

RE: House Bill 891 and House Bill 1240
Automated HealthCare Solutions (AHCS) submits the following testimony which supports in
part HB 891 and supports FIB 1240. Specifically, AHCS supports:
the provisions of HB 891 providing for a repackaging premium and providing for
dispensing fees for physicians who dispense repackaged medication directly to their
patients; and
the provisions of HB 1240 providing for reimbursement for physician dispensed
repackaged medication be set at original manufacturer AWP plus forty percent for
brands medication or original manufacturer AWP plus sixty percent for generic
medication.
Overview of Proposed Legislation

FIB 891 proposes that medication reimbursement be priced in accordance with the medical fee
schedules adopted by the director "or a lower amount for which the carrier contracts." HB
891 proposes that the price for repackaged prescription medication be calculated by
multiplying the number of units dispensed by the average wholesale price (AWP) set by the
original manufacturer of the underlying drug, "plus no more than forty per cent," and adding a
repackaging premium. FIB 891 also provides for dispensing fees for physicians who dispense
repackaged medication directly to their patients.
HB 1240 proposes that the reimbursement for repackaged prescription medication be
calculated by multiplying the number of units dispensed by the average wholesale price set by
the original manufacturer of the underlying medication, plus forty per cent for brand
medication or plus sixty per cent for generic medication, except where the carrier and the
1

specific provider seeking reimbursement have directly contracted between one another for a
lower reimbursement amount.
ii.

Comments on Proposed Legislation

AHCS opposes NB 891's language which reimbursement for repackaged medication be set at
the original manufacturer AWP "plus no more than forty per cent." First, the language
effectively limits reimbursement to the original manufacturer's AWP by not requiring the
carrier to reimburse anything above original manufacturer's AWP (put differently, the carrier
can unilaterally cap reimbursement at the original manufacturer AWP). Second, the vague and
arbitrary language of "plus no more than forty percent" will undoubtedly cause disagreement
between providers and carriers regarding what amount (if any) above the original
manufacturer's AWP should be allowed - - further inundating an already backlogged DLIR with
additional billing dispute petitions.
AHCS supports HB 891's provisions providing for a repackaging premium and providing for
dispensing fees for physicians who dispense repackaged medication directly to their patients,
as these two provisions take into account and recognize the added costs (physician must
purchase repackaged medication from a repackager) and value (point-of-care patient
treatment) associated with physician dispensing.
AHCS supports the provisions of HB 1240 which clearly set reimbursement for repackaged
medication at the original manufacturer's AWP plus forty per cent for brand medication and
the original manufacturer's AWP plus sixty per cent for generic medication. Further, AHCS
supports the provision of HB 1240 which allows for an agreed-upon lower reimbursement rate
pursuant to a contract between a carrier and a provider for the lower, agreed-upon rate.
Unlike the language of HB 891, HB 1240 makes it clear that there must be privity between a
specific carrier and a specific provider for a lower reimbursement rate in order for a lower,
agreed-upon rate to apply. AHCS believes this language ensures that there can be no
unilateral imposition of a rate arbitrarily set by the carrier by virtue of having an unrelated
third party contract rate.
in.

Additional Suggestions

In addition to the foregoing comments, AHCS suggests that a $500 service fee, payable to the
State of Hawaii general fund, be assessed on a per claim basis against carriers who engage in
"improper reimbursement tactics" and/or negotiate in bad faith. AHCS further suggests that
there be a rebuttable presumption that a carrier is engaging in "improper reimbursement
tactics" when the DLIR has determined that a carrier has unreasonably reimbursed a provider,
or its assignee, more than [X] times in a calendar year. While AHCS generally supports the
provision in Hawaii Administrative Rule § 12-15-94(c) which allows for "a service fee of up to
2

$500 payable to the State of Hawaii General Fund [to] be assessed at the discretion of the
director against either or both parties who fail to negotiate in good faith," we do not feel that
it goes far enough to deter improper conduct. Accordingly, AHCS recommends that a $500 fee
be assessed on a per claim basis against carriers engaging in improper reimbursement tactics
and/or negotiating in bad faith. This will not only help to eliminate the "games" played by
carriers seeking to avoid payment but also should alleviate the DLIR from additional bill
dispute petitions filed by providers who are legitimately seeking reimbursement for their
services.
Finally, for the same reason, AHCS also supports codifying the provision set forth in § 12-1594(c) which states that "[i]f more than sixty calendar days lapse between the employer's
receipt of an undisputed billing and date of payment, payment of billing shall be increased by
one per cent per month of the outstanding balance."

Thank you for your consideration.
Jennifer Maurer, Esq.
Government Relations Director
Automated HealthCare Solutions, LLC
2901 SW 149th Avenue, Ste. 400
Miramar, FL 33027
954.416.8403 Office
954.892.2497 Cell
954.465.2257 Fax

Submitted by AHCS' attorney:

Matthew M. Matsunaga
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LATE TESTIMONY
wwwessi

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

mailinglist@capitothawailgoy
Tuesday, February 05, 2013 7:46 PM
LABtestimony
manny@drsmedical.com
*Submitted testimony for HB891 on Feb 6, 2013 08:45AM*

HB891
Submitted on: 2/5/2013
Testimony for LAB/HLT on Feb 6, 2013 08:45AM in Conference Room 329

I

Submitted By

Organization

Manuel Bojorquez

Individual

Testifier Position Present at Hearing

Support

No

Comments:
Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearind, improperly identified, or
directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or distributed to the committee prior to the
convening of the public hearing.
Do not reply to this email. This inbox is not monitored. For assistance please email
webmaster@capitol.hawaii.qov

